March 16, 2015

Dear Senator:

As border, immigration, faith, labor, environmental, privacy, civil rights, and human rights advocates, we write to urge you to oppose S.208, the “Secure the Border First Act.” Instead of contributing to immigration reform, this bill would devastatingly militarize border communities, harm trade and tourism, despoil the environment where tens of millions of northern and southern border residents live, and imperil their privacy through constant, intrusive drone surveillance.

S.208 tests credulity by requiring a 100% perfect apprehension rate for unauthorized migrants at exorbitant cost and without a plan in place. History shows the inability of even totalitarian regimes like East Germany to force such control—the Berlin Wall was, fortunately, not impregnable. In 2013, House Homeland Security Committee Chairman Michael McCaul called the 100% standard “impossible to achieve.” Recalling billions of dollars wasted on the Department of Homeland Security’s failed SBInet program, the Wall Street Journal editorial page’s deputy editor then observed that more wasteful, intrusive fencing will create “America's Berlin Wall—a historic embarrassment.”

Our organizations come together in united opposition to S.208. We each bring our distinctive priorities and concerns, and rely on different arguments contained in this letter, but we stand unanimously in our conviction that S.208 would be disastrous for border communities. S.208 relegates these diverse, thriving, naturally beautiful borderlands to second-class status in the United States, as militarized buffer zones, and would hamper the booming regional trade and tourism that drive our national economy.

S.208 proposes unfunded spending of at least $10 billion, which appears to be only a down payment on future extravagance. The Congressional Budget Office warned with respect to the House version, H.R. 399, that “CBO expects that [the Department of Homeland Security] will be unable to meet [the bill’s] deadlines for nearly all construction projects.” These billions are to be spent without including any oversight or accountability measures for the nation’s largest law enforcement agency – one of its most troubled – Customs and Border Protection (CBP).

Border communities are already straining under the weight of massive and unaccountable enforcement spending over the last decade. S.208 throws money at a bloated agency, along with equipment designed for and taken from theaters of war, rather than developing commonsense border policies that establish transparency, accountability, and oversight. The agency’s own former head of internal affairs has called at least eight of the 34 CBP-caused deaths since 2010 “highly suspect,” adding that “thousands of employees hired during an unprecedented expansion of the agency in the post-9/11 era are potentially unfit to carry a badge and gun.”

S.208’s waiver of environmental laws within 100 miles of U.S. land borders betrays the intergenerational compact of land stewardship for our borderlands. The Coalition of National Park Service Retirees previously called these waivers, “the most direct assault on national parks ever to be advanced at any level in any Congress in U.S. history.”
Moreover, the bill proposes a massive expansion of drone surveillance of all border residents, U.S. citizens and lawful immigrants included, despite the Department of Homeland Security Inspector General concluding this year that “we see no evidence that the drones contribute to a more secure border, and there is no reason to invest additional taxpayer funds at this time.”

At a time when immigration reform is urgently needed to offer aspiring Americans a broad and welcoming pathway to citizenship, S.208 is a highly irresponsible measure. It would have severely damaging fiscal, environmental, and privacy costs, and trample on the rights of tens of millions of residents who call border communities home. Congress must act instead to reform CBP’s operations by making enforcement more accountably respectful of human and civil rights and our environment.

S.208 is exactly the wrong way to address sensible border policy. We urge you to oppose it. Thank you for your consideration,
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